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MoAI Platform

The MoAI platform is now powering >2,000 GPUs 

for commercial IaaS/PaaS clouds and on-premise 

LLM training systems

Read the success story of Korea Telecom

A virtualized and scalable GPU infrastructure for hyperscale AI
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Any type of user instance can be used

AI engineers
Served with virtual devices scaling from one to thousands of GPUs

with PyTorch/TensorFlow compatibility

Infra admins
Served with comprehensive functions for

monitoring and managing GPUs and user jobs
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PyTorch/TensorFlow compatibility 
for AI engineers

End users of the MoAI platform can enjoy the same user experience as a 

physical GPU system and traditional AI software stacks. They do not need to 

insert or modify even a single line of existing source code. They also do not 

need to change the method of running a program. The architectural changes 

in the platform are completely hidden from the users.

GPU virtualization 
for higher utilization and failover

User applications are isolated from physical GPUs and run on virtual devices. 

The MoAI platform manages the mapping between virtual and physical devices. 

Its e�cient resource scheduling drastically improves the average utilization of 

the cloud infrastructure. Its fault tolerance mechanism ensures GPU hardware 

failures do not interrupt user processes. The virtualization is supported by a 

lightweight software layer and has negligible impact on performance.

AMD GPU support

The MoAI platform is not bound to a specific hardware vendor and supports 

various GPU backends. Especially it has been largely optimized for AMD 

Instinct GPUs. AI infrastructure can be built in a cost-e�ective way without 

concerning software compatibility.

MoAI Platform primarily 
supports AMD ROCm
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Key Features of MoAI Platform

Interfaces

- REST APIs, gRPC APIs, and the web console

System architecture

- AMD GPU support

- Support for any o�-the-shelf GPU server

- Cost e�ective and scalable InfiniBand network topology enabled by 
   software optimizations

- Support for heterogeneous accelerators

Cloud environment

- Support for various virtual machines and hypervisors (including KVM, 
   OpenStack, and VMware)

- Support for Docker and Kubernetes

- Technical support to build a cloud environment based on Kubernetes 
   and Ceph on top of the MoAI platform

- Dashboards for statistics and insights

GPU resource management

- Built-in dynamic GPU resource allocation

- User management and billing

- Customizable resource allocation policy

- Integrated system health and usage monitoring

- Hardware fault detection

Key Features of MoAI Virtual Device

AI frameworks

- PyTorch support (as cuda:0)

- TensorFlow support (as GPU:0)

- Triton Inference Server support with LLM optimizations

Performance and scalability

- Scalable to hundreds of petaflops and hundreds of terabytes of 
   memory capacity using thousands of physical GPUs together

- Automatic parallelization for any multi-billion or multi-trillion  parameter
   model, for any (existing) PyTorch/TensorFlow application

- Automatic performance optimization for individual GPUs and clustering

Additional features

- PyTorch extension libraries for LLMs such as FlashAttention

- Automatic failover for GPU failures

- CLI tools for device query and manipulation

LLM development

- Bundled with a rich set of LLM and multimodal model implementations
   written in PyTorch

- Technical support and co-development for LLM training


